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ABSTRACT
Private electric vehicle (“PEV”) is an environmentally
friendly transportation for household, which should be
further popularized in the future together with electric
vehicle (“EV”). Aiming at the strategy on promoting PEV,
the impact of social propaganda and subsidy policy is
explored by applying Bass model to forecast the number
of PEV, which is non-periodic and annual. Bass model is
effective to deal with the network externalities by
considering the maximum market potential, the
innovation coefficient, the imitation coefficient, and the
adjustment coefficient. Combining actual data of the
number of EV from Annual Report of Guangzhou, China,
we demonstrate that social propaganda and subsidy
policy will respectively affect the increasement of PEV in
the long and short term, which means proper strategy
should be adopted by authority to popularize EV.
Keywords: Private electric vehicles, forecasting, Bass
model

1.

INTRODUCTION
The industry of vehicle contributes a lot to the
national economy in recent years. However, with the
growth of the industry, a series of social problems
happened in terms of energy demand and environment
pollution, and have become new challenge to the
development of the industry. In this context, new energy
vehicle (“NEV”) should be popularized among people in
the future [1]. As an important part of NEV, electric
vehicle (“EV”) may serve the purpose of replacing oil with
electricity to meet energy demand and mitigate energy
pollution. In fact, the number of EV has grown rapidly,
which may bring new problems during its large-scale

integration into the grid, but good interacting behavior
between EV as a type of energy storage and grid may
benefit to the energy consumer. Nowadays, EV can be
divided into private EV (“PEV”), public EV and official EV
[2]. Public EV can take the form of electric taxis and
electric buses. And PEV is used for household, which is
the important part of EV.
Considering that the statistical data of vehicle is
usually annual, forecasting of the number of vehicles
should be a long-term prediction, in which regression
models such as linear regression, multiple regression and
exponential regression are simple but effective in the
long-term prediction. Besides, samples of EV is still
incomplete in this context, which means the lack of data
to apply machine learning or other models that needs
lots of sample.
Recently, few researches on the forecasting of the
number of EV have been launched specially. The applied
models can be divided into discrete choice model [2],
multi-agent model [3] and diffusion model. Discrete
choice model and multi-agent model focus on individual
consumers. And diffusion model focus on the dynamic
evolution of the market share after the birth of new
products from a macro perspective, which can be divided
into Bass model, Gompertz model and logistic model [4].
For instance, in [5], authors compared the short-term
accuracy of a proposed modified Bass model and LotkaVolterra model. Reference [6] improved Bass model on
the time-varying innovation coefficient, the spatial
imitation coefficient, and the adjustment coefficient
defined to represent subsidies policy. Considering above,
we will forecast the number of PEV by an improved Bass
model to find out the impact of social propaganda and
subsidy policy and try to help authority popularize EV
among people.
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2.

METHODS

2.1 Bass model
Bass model is a type of non-parametric conditional
likelihood model to forecast spread of new products and
scale of consumers accurately by taking full accounts of
the internal and external factors [7].
Considering the cost of PEV and traditional vehicles
to represent the subsidies policy to the behavior of EV
purchases, generalized Bass model in the discrete time
domain can be expressed as [7]:
f ( t + 1) = (1 − F ( t ) ) ( p ( t ) + q F ( t ) ) x ( t ) (1)
Where
t refers to sequence of time; p, q, x refer to
innovation coefficient, imitation coefficient and
adjustment coefficient, respectively; f refers to ratio of
new consumers to potential consumers; F refers to
ratio of accumulative consumers to total potential
consumers.
2.2 Maximum market potential
Following the survey of global consumers' purchase
intentions for EV, especially in China [8], assuming that
the maximum market potential is 90% of the number of
private vehicles, which is related to the number of total
vehicles. To calculate the maximum market potential, we
investigate actual number of private vehicles and total
vehicles of Guangzhou, China from 2001 to 2018 [9].
Pearson correlation coefficient between the number of
private vehicles and total vehicles is 0.9971. The number
of private vehicles has reached 2.03 million as the
baseline until 2018.
Different estimations are performed to find out
different trends of private vehicles, which is nonperiodic. Linear model and third-order polynomial model
are the basis of linear estimation and third-order
polynomial estimation, which is expressed as followed.
As for stationary estimation, we assume the number of
private vehicles from 2019 to 2025 will increase as
before, especially from 2010 to 2015.

yL ( t ) = ax ( t ) + b

(2)

yP ( t ) = cx ( t ) + dx ( t ) + ex ( t ) + f

(3)
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Where
yL ( t ) refers to linear estimation; yP ( t ) refers to
third-order polynomial estimation; a, b, c, d , e, f relatively
refer to constant coefficients of linear model and thirdorder polynomial model, which are usually estimated by
least squares estimation.
So far, different trends (2019-2025) of the number of
private vehicles have been forecasted through stationary
estimation, third-order polynomial estimation and linear
estimation as Figure 1. Stationary trend means the
number of private vehicles increases rapidly in the short
term. Linear trend means the number of private vehicles
increases rapidly in the long term. Polynomial trend
means the number of private vehicles decreases in the
long term.
2.3 Innovation coefficient and imitation coefficient
Innovation coefficient represents external influence
and means consumers purchase some type of new
product spontaneously because of social propaganda like
advertisement in life. Innovation coefficient is between 0
and 1. The closer innovation coefficient to 1, the easier it
is for these customers to accept EV. Compared with
other durable goods, innovation coefficient is usually
between 0.01 and 0.03 [11], which is based on
experience. Besides, imitation coefficient represents
internal influence and means other consumers purchase
some type of product after knowing its convenience,
reliability, durability from consumers who have already
purchased or other network externalities. Still,
innovation coefficient is between 0 and 1. The closer
imitation coefficient to 1, the easier it is for EV to diffuse
among potential customers. Compared with other
durable goods, innovation coefficient is usually between
0.3 and 0.7 [11], which is also based on experience.
We set imitation coefficient as constant and further
model innovation coefficient considering advertisement
and people’s acceptance of advertising as [10]:
p ( t ) = p ( t − 1) +  M M
(4)
Where

 M refers to people's acceptance of advertising;

M refers to advertisement; p ( 0 ) is set to be 0.01.

Figure 1: Trend diagram of number of private vehicles
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2.4 Adjustment coefficient

Table 1: Constants of Bass model and their values

Adjustment coefficient represents subsidies policy
to the behavior of EV purchase. Still, adjustment
coefficient is further modelled by purchase cost and
usage cost of common vehicles and EV as [11]:
C ( t ) − CCV ( t )
(5)
x ( t ) = 1 +  EV
CCV ( t )
  1 − rdep  
Cbuy ( t ) = 1 − 
  C p ( t ) − Cs ( t )
  1+   
t +

Copt ( t ) = 
k =t

P ( k ) d annual + Cm

(1 +  )

k −t

Constant

q
M

Where
 refers to the cost influence coefficient, which is
set as constant; C refers to total cost, which is the sum
of Cbuy and Copt ; C EV refers to total cost of EV; CCV
refers to total cost of common vehicles; Cbuy refers to
purchase cost that is different for common vehicles and
variable for EV; Copt refers to usage cost; C p refers to
sales price of vehicles including tax, which is relatively
constant for common vehicles and variable for EV; C s
refers to amount of subsidies for EV purchases;
rdep ,  , dannual , , Cm refer to constants of depreciation
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(7)

Unit
-
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(6)

Value
0.5
0.004

P of EV
C m of common vehicles

C m of EV

Figure 2 shows forecasting of number for PEV in
different M with the unit of ten thousand, assuming the
subsidy decreased 20% every year and the trend of
private vehicles is forecasted by linear estimation. In the
short term, the inventories of PEV are close. But as time
goes on, effect of advertisement will be more obvious.
The inventories of PEV in M = 0.2 and M = 1 are
relatively 16.5 and 17.7 in 2025.

rate of vehicles, discount rate, annual driving distance of
vehicles, estimated service life of vehicles and annual
maintenance cost of EV and common vehicles; P refers
to energy cost per unit mileage of vehicles, which is
different for EV and variable for common vehicles.
Besides, assuming that Cbuy of EV decreased 8%
every year for EV and Cbuy ( 2018 ) is 200000, and

P of

common vehicles increased 3% for common vehicles and
P ( 2018 ) is 49 [6]. And constants and their values are
listed as Table 1.
2.5 Forecasting of number of PEV
The number of PEV is assumed to reach 0.118 million
until 2018 because the number of EV has reached 0.15
million until 2018 [12] and private vehicles accounts for
78.74% of total vehicles in 2018. We assume (1)
behavior of repeated purchase doesn’t exist; (2)
supporting facilities and maintenance services of EV are
basically complete; (3) implement subsidies of PEV
continues in the near future; (4) electric power system
operates normally when large scale of EV are connected
to grid.

Figure 2: Forecasting diagram of number of PEV in M

Figure 3 shows forecasting of number for PEV in
different subsidies with the unit of ten thousand,
assuming the trend of private vehicles is forecasted by
linear estimation and M = 0.6 . In the context, the price
of PEV is much more expensive than that of common

Figure 3: Forecasting diagram of number of PEV in subsidies
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vehicles. The degree of subsidies for the behavior of EV
purchases will influence the number of PEV earlier than
that of M . The inventories of PEV in 10% and 40%
decreased subsidies are relatively 17.7 and 16.5 in 2025.

Figure 4: Forecasting diagram of number of PEV in trends

Figure 4 shows forecasting of number for PEV in
different trends of the number of private vehicles with
the unit of ten thousand, assuming M = 0.6 and the
subsidy decreased 20% every year. The inventories of
PEV differ even in the short term. And as time goes on,
the effect of different trends will influence the number
of PEV in positive and negative way. Combined with the
policy in China, the linear trend is more reliable.
Assuming that the number of private vehicles will
continue to grow, the linear trend is used to discuss the
impact of advertisement, which represents social
propaganda, and subsidy to the diffusion of PEV in the
market. Unlike discrete choice model and multi-agent
model, all the predicted results from improved Bass
model dynamically show that PEV market will continue
to grow exponentially and EV will not be saturated in the
next 10 years. It is clear that the industry will develop in
different way when government tends to subsidy policy
or social propaganda, which means proper policy should
be established to develop the industry of EVs properly.
3.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an improved Bass model and
discusses the impact of subsidy policy and social
propaganda to the popularization of PEV by forecasting
the number of PEV. Specifically, we focus on the dynamic
evolution of PEV in the market and make Bass model
more suitable to the forecasting in this study by making
some different estimations on the trends of private
vehicles, and further modelling the general Bass model
with innovation coefficient and adjustment coefficient.
We hope that our work may help authority to develop
the industry of EV properly. Actually, we may improve
the model further again by considering supply or
repeated purchases. Besides, we will apply Bass model to
other cities to verify its universality.
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